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Abstract: With the continually-increasing capability of computer hardware and scale of computer software, the
complexity of software is also continually increasing, and has manifest itself as one of the key factors that limit
the significant improvement of software quality and productivity. However, traditional methods, such as waterfall-
like model, component-based programming, software architecture method and agent oriented programming, have
encountered more fundamental difficulties in processing complex system development. To address this challenge,
we have witnessed that the thought of water ripple model origins from the evolution of water wave when a stone is
threw into the water. In this paper, we have proposed three designing core point models, including the high level
abstract core point model, the feature core point model and the function core point model, and interactive mode
with each other aiming to control the structural complexity of the whole software life cycle. Furthermore, we
have proposed a water ripple model of software development process with loosely-coupled correlated core point
evolution. The development of a complex system is translated into the evolution of core points. With the persistent
evolution thought of water ripple, the development process has strong expansibility and flexible reusability.

Key–Words: software development process; water ripple model; core point evolution; software architecture; agent
oriented programming; component-based programming

1 Introduction

To develop software in software industry, the soft-
ware development team follows a strategy that con-
sists of processes methods and tools.Over the past four
decades, we have witnessed numerous studies and sig-
nificant improvement in the field of software develop-
ment. The publication that Winston Royce proposed
now famous waterfall model [1] in 1970 heralded the
beginning of a new era for software development, an
era which recognized that software development is a
complex collaborative team activity that is subject to
many pitfalls if not appropriately organized. Based on
the imperfections of the perfect model of the waterfall
including the demand change, development risk and
iterative development, the researchers put forward a
series of waterfall variant model such as spiral model,
prototype model[2],iterative model and so on. At the
very beginning, these models and their variants were
accepted widely. However, developers failed to man-
age large and complex projects [3] [4].

Motivated by need for open architectures that
continuously and automatically evolve new compo-
nents, Agent Oriented Programming (AOP) was a new
agent oriented software development methodology.
For instance, the explicit representation and manipu-

lation of goals and plans facilitates a run-time adapta-
tion of system behavior in order to cope with unfore-
seen circumstances, or for a more meaningful interac-
tion with other human and software agents [5]. The
component-based software reuse and development is
considered as an effective and efficient approach to
improve the productivity and quality of software de-
velopment, and is applied widely in building distribut-
ed systems. With the continuous growth of the soft-
ware, component need a strong ability to adapt the ex-
ternal environment. For example, it need a strong in-
teraction ability and evolution ability. After the anal-
ysis of the roadmap of software architecture (SA), the
researches of software architecture focus on not only
the design phase, but also covers every phase of soft-
ware life cycle [6].

In order to solve the above limitation from anoth-
er prospect, this paper have proposed a water ripple
model of software development process based on core
point. The core of this method is core point evolution.
Figure 1 shows the landscape of water ripple model.
We have witnessed that the thought of water ripple
model origins from the evolution of water wave when
a stone is threw into the water. Similarly, the collabo-
rative software development process can be managed
in such a way. Compared with traditional software de-
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Figure 1: Landscape of water ripple model

velopment process, customers become the important
role of a core decision-making group in a team. Fre-
quent requirements of customers are taken fully into
account. During the development process, resource
allocators mainly engaged in the design of each itera-
tion as well as the development of core point, which
greatly shortens the development cycle. Afterward-
s, the assemblage of the core points as well as their
evolution can deliver a running software product in a
controlled way. As depicted of Figure 1, different core
points are not absolutely isolated. Each core point has
the characters of high cohesion and loosely coupled.
With the persistent evolution thought of water ripple,
the development process has strong expansibility and
flexible reusability.

The contribution of this paper are several folds.
First, The business of the project is divided into differ-
ent stages by using the high level abstract core point
model, the feature core point model and the function
core point model. Second, high level abstract mod-
el to the implementation of low level function can be
running evolution by the water ripple thought. Third,
The strongly coupled of core points increases to the
interior of parent core point ,thus reducing the cou-
pling between the core points. Finally, the role of core
decision-making group enables investors, developers
and users work together to fulfill dynamic demand.

The remainder of the paper is organized as fol-
lows. The related work is discussed in Section 2. Sec-
tion 3 describes the design of three models and inter-
action model with each other. Section 4 describes in
detail the implementation of water ripple model, in-
cluding definition of roles, and development of cen-
tral and subsequent core point, and evolution of core
point. Section 5 gives a case study of core point evo-
lution using an online shopping mall(OSM) system.
Section 6 deeply compare with other methods in order

to show the advantages of this method. Brief conclu-
sions and future work are outlined in the last section.

2 Related Work

2.1 Traditional Software Development
Method

Over the past four decades, we have witnessed numer-
ous studies and significant in the software develop-
ment process, such as waterfall model [1], prototyping
model [2], and spiral model . At the very beginning,
these models and their variants were accepted widely,
However, developers failed to manage large and com-
plex projects [3] [4].

2.2 Emerging Software Development
Method

Over the latest decade, some emerging development
methods have been discussed. Software architecture
[6], component-based programming [7], agent orient-
ed programming[5] and model-driven engineering are
four typical examples.

2.2.1 Software Architecture Software Develop-
ment Method

As an important means to control the complexity of
software systems, to improve software quality and
to support software development and software reuse,
software architecture [6]has become a mainstream re-
search field in the software engineering communi-
ty.The importance of stressing the components and
their connectors of a software system is generally rec-
ognized and has lead to better control over the design,
development and evolution of large and increasingly
dynamic software systems. Early studies focused on
the design phase of the software life cycle, and gener-
ated a new occupation that was called software archi-
tect. Although software architecture method has re-
markable achievements in controlling software com-
plexity, it has great limitations on other software de-
velopment stages.The structural complexity, especial-
ly the control the high-level structural complexity, is
considered as the most important complexity of a soft-
ware system. How to control the high-level structural
complexity in efficient and effective ways has become
a critical issue for large-scale software development in
the Internet computing environment, which is open,
dynamic and constantly changing[5][8]. To resolve
this problem, people extends the thinking of software
architecture from software design into the whole soft-
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ware life cycle.The main methods can be concluded
as follows:

• Several researchers have proposed that a concep-
tual view can describe basics and main structure
of system architecture about the whole software
life cycle [5].

• Some students have put forward the integration
method of SA life cycle.

• The ABC(Architecture-Based Component Com-
position) [8]was called an SA centric software
development method. It unifies the core artifacts
in different software life cycle phase into differ-
ent kinds of SA models, and then the core activi-
ties of software development,deployment, main-
tenance and evolution are performed as the con-
tinual refinement,mapping, and transformation to
these different kings of SA models .

Deep compared with water ripple software develop-
ment process, we can see the sixth about deep com-
parison between methods.

2.2.2 Component-based Software Development
Method

Component-based software reuse is considered an im-
portant and feasible approach to solving software cri-
sis, and the component model which depicts the in-
trinsical features and the composition is one of the
essential ingredients for realizing reuse[9][10]. The
definition of component interface can be divided in-
to the type of structure level and behavior level.Be
based on structure level, CORBA[11] component is
not the direct use of other components for provide ser-
vice, but use the foreign request service of interface
definition in order to reduce coupling degree and re-
veal dependence between components. The behavior
level is based on the structure level and adds the de-
pendence and service order of relations between the
various services. For example,Reo uses the abstract
behavior type to define the behavior of the component
on the port[12]. The thought of the method of com-
bination that is called connector separates the control
and calculate in order to greatly reduce the coupling
degree and reuse by component. Component model
based on Wright and literature [13] [14] are a kind of
component model.

Deep compared with water ripple software devel-
opment process, we can see the sixth about deep com-
parison between methods.

2.2.3 Agent-Oriented Software Development
Method

Agent-Oriented programming(AOP) is inspired from
the concepts and metaphors of multi-agent system-
s and borrows agent theory and technology to con-
struct software systems. To qualify for an agent, a
software or hardware system is often required about
properties such as autonomy, social ability, reactivity,
and productivity . Although agent oriented software
engineering has achieved many remarkable results, it
faces many problems . These problems is mainly con-
cluded in the following aspects:

• As is known to all, requirement is the starting
point of a project , and also is the main pow-
er of promoting the development of technology.
Due to the point, researchers have taken step-
s to understand this requirement. For example
,there were several typical solutions. The re-
quirement of system is presented by the concept
of objectives, roles, actor, agent. In order to dis-
tinct between hard and soft targets, i∗ have pro-
posed strength for modeling about no functional
requirement. Tropos distinguished between early
requirement analysis and late requirement analy-
sis in order to understand the demand of user[15].
In this paper, we combine above these two meth-
ods and introduce the concept of roles, objec-
tives, core point in order to present the require-
ment of system. In addition, this paper adopts
a hierarchical water ripple evolutionary thought
that controls the right evolution of software by
the strategy of the requirement decomposition
evolution .

• Efficiency, cost and quality are key factors for
software engineering. However, many expert-
s research on AOP from the viewpoint of arti-
ficial intelligence, and the results obtained are
only focused on some specific technical aspect-
s [16]. Therefore, it leads to rarely widely ac-
cepted in industry. This paper very sensitive to
these aspects and adopt a series of strategies. The
paper uses the parallel development and design
iteration for efficiency. In addition, the role of
resource allocator is responsible to for making
reasonable plans to shorten the development cy-
cle by the analysis to the current situation. And
the role of component integrator designs reusable
components of particular core points for a long-
term development of the same industry. The pa-
per makes a series of measures for software qual-
ity. For example, the paper provides a protocol
verification for the same level of core points and
a submitted verification for the staged evolution.
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And the paper can use object-oriented verified
technology for a single core point. Additionally,
each stage of software evolution can be strictly
controlled. Meanwhile, the role of core decision-
making group that enables investors, developers
and users work together make sure the consisten-
cy of demand and evolution.It is well known that
the best way to reduce cost is to improve the effi-
ciency of development and the quality of produc-
t. Besides, the core decision-making verify and
accepts for the stage of product, thus is the grade
of evolution in order to control cost.

2.2.4 Model-driven Software Development
Method

The last popular development method is model-driven
engineering (MDE) [17] [18]. With this approach,
final system is generated by model transformation
from platform-independent model (PIM) to platform-
specific model (PSM). This approach emphasizes the
abstraction of the business, which is similar to our wa-
ter ripple model. But the difference is that our abstrac-
tion is core point evolution.

3 Based on Business of Core Point
Model

The traditional component mainly focuses on the
function, and system is completely dependent on the
combination of the functional components. The diffi-
culty is very large. In order to reduce the complexity
of software, this paper proposes that the core business
is the source point of the project, and adopts the high
level abstract core point model, the feature core point
model and the function core point model to implement
the water ripple development. Thought the level evo-
lution of water ripple, the business of system imple-
ments the mapping of high level abstract to the feature
area until the business function display of low layer.
This paper will introduce the definition of the core
point of water ripple, the design of three core point
models and interactive mode between core points.

3.1 Definition of Core Point

Definition 1 Predicate INSTANCE Y =
INSTANCE(X) means that Y is an instance of X .
That is to say that X is meta of Y .

Definition 2 Core point CP It is basic data type
of an element, denoted as CP .

Definition 3 Core point set cps Core point set is
a series of core points, denoted as cps = {cp|cp =
INSTANCE(CP )}.

Figure 2: The high level abstract core point model

Definition 4 Projection operator i th Projection
operator i th is the ith element of set s = {ai|ai =
INSTANCE(CP )}.

Definition 5 Central core point cp11 It is a u-
nique central core point of determined project, denot-
ed as cp11 = 1 th(cps).

Definition 6 Secondary core point cp2i Sec-
ondary core point cp2i (min <= i <= max) is the
evolution of cp11. During the process of core point
evolution, the number of core points has a clear scope
about every level. Generally, the bound of scope is
presented by min and max. And this scope will be
discussed on the following.

Definition 7 N-level core point cpni N-level
core point cpni is evolved from its upper-level
core point cp(n−1)j , where 1 <= i <= n,
and 1 <= j <= n. Therefore, cps =
{cp11, cp21, ..., cp2n, ..., cpi1, ..., cpij , ...}.

3.2 Modeling of Core Point

Development of each project, the development team
and investors are very clear what is the development
core business. But through depth analysis of demand,
we can find the corresponding entity and map to com-
plex business logic with each other, thus carrying out
the design, encoding and testing. This tight coupling,
once the demand for changes or product upgrades,
will cause greater development costs, and even the end
of the project. How to adopt a strategy is to reply on
the high level of abstraction of the business and the
low layer to implement function similar the assembly
of components. And in accordance with a mechanis-
m, we can transform high level abstract business into
the implementation of low level function. This high
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Figure 3: The feature core point model

level dependent abstraction is well decoupled, while
the low level combination of the component speeds
up the efficiency of the development and saves cost.
In addition, according to the mechanism, we can find
the demand point of change and carry out the demand
change in order to meet the requirement of users at
any time. In this paper, we will design the high level
abstract core point model, the feature core point mod-
el and the function core point model.

3.2.1 The High Level Abstract Core Point Model

The core business of a project is clear.At the same
time it is also the source of various complex business.
Core business must be designed to be very simple, and
do not involve the implementation of specific func-
tions. To add new requirements or to change the de-
mand, the high level will do not change. This is what
is said by the high dependence on the abstract and not
dependent on the specific. Based on the core busi-
ness, the paper divides the abstract business into the
characteristics requirement of the input domain, pro-
cess domain and output domain. The feature demand
will map the corresponding evolutionary interface.

Definition 8 The high level abstraction core
point model:This model describes the core business
of project as the central core point of water ripple
model . The abstract core point model can be ex-
press C < cid, fabstract, F,RS >. Cid is the unique
identifier of core point. fabstract is a set of abstract
domain, called fabstract = {finput, fprocess, foutput}.
F is the feature set of domain decomposition,
called F = {f1, f2, f3, ..., fn−1, fn}. RS =
{es1, es2, ..., esn}(requirement service set) are re-
quirement service set for core point. Figure 2 shows
the model of core point in the central part of the water
ripple model .

Figure 4: The function core point model

3.2.2 The Feature Core Point Model

Definition 9 The feature core point model: The
feature core point model represents the feature sub-
space for a particular business area of a project.
The feature core point can be expressed C <
cid, froot, F, PS,RS, SS >. Cid is the unique i-
dentifier of core point. froot is the root feature of
feature space of feature core point. F is the sub-
character set of feature decomposition, called F =
{f1, f2, f3, ..., fn−1, fn}. SS(share interface set) are
the sharing information interface set for the same of
level core point. PS(provide service set) is providing
service set for core point. RS(require service set) are
requirement service set for core point.Figure 3 shows
the model of core point.

3.2.3 The Function Core Point Model

Definition 10 The function core point model : The
function core point model represents the core busi-
ness extract of a project and these auxiliary business
maps the corresponding interface. Then it can form
a running project through the combination and evo-
lution. Core point model can be expressed C <
cid, fentity, SS, PS,RS >. Cid is the unique identifi-
er of core point. fentity is the realization body of core
point. SS(share interface set) are the sharing infor-
mation interface set for the same of level core point.
PS(providing service set) is providing service set for
core point. RS(requirement service set) are require-
ment service set for core point. Figure 4 shows the
model of core point.
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Figure 5: The role relation graph of water ripple software development process

3.3 Interactive Mode of Core Points

The different core points implement a integrated
project by interactive way. This paper will intro-
duce three kinds of interactive modes, which are com-
bination, dependency and correlation. The combi-
nation relationship is caused by the relationship be-
tween the demand of characteristics and the supply
of characteristics. Dependency is caused by a num-
ber of core points in a certain order. And the cor-
relation relationship is caused by the characteristic
decomposition. C1 < froot, F, SS, PS,RS > and
C2 < froot, F, SS, PS,RS > belong to the same fea-
ture space Ω.

1. if ∃ f1 ε PS(C1),∃ f2 ε PS(C2),and f1 =f2 ,there
is a combination of the relationship between C1

and C2 ,expressed as C1
f1−f2−−−−→ C2 .

2. if ∃ X ⊆ F(C1), ∃ Y ⊆ F(C2),and X → Y
is founded in the Ω, there is a dependency re-
lationship between C1 and C2 , expressed as

C1
f1→f2−−−−→ C2 .

3. if ∃ X ⊆ F(C1), ∃ Y ⊆ F(C2), the P(X∪Y)is a
semantic feature of Ω, and there is correlation
relationship between C1 and C2 ,expressed as

C1
f1∪f2−−−−→ C2 .

4 Implementation of Water Ripple
Model

Water ripple model is a new method of software devel-
opment process based on the evolution of core point.
In a highly collaborative development environment,
the research and development (R&D) team include in-
vestors, developers, users and other about roles.The
role of core decision-making group is responsible for
defining an integrated core point for customers. Once

the core point is determined, and the development
team will accomplish a series of tasks including de-
sign, coding, testing. Afterwards, the core decision-
making group continues to improve the product in the
iterative stage. Next, the core decision-making group
continues to design subsequent core point to fulfill the
basic requirement of customers.Therefore, the objec-
tive of the development is providing satisfactory de-
livery to customers. In this process, all members of
the team are collaborated together. This paper will in-
troduce the definition of roles of water ripple model,
the development of central core point, evolution mod-
eling of core point and the development of secondary
core point.

4.1 Roles of Water Ripple Model

1. Core decision-making group: This role enables
core point evolution in a dynamic environment.
It is responsible for the entire project plan, and
determine the differences of core points includ-
ing demands and priority. That is to say that core
decision-making group is the key to the project.
Generally, core decision-making group might be
a customer, project manager, developer and end
user.

2. Resource allocator: the role makes the reason-
able plan of resource allocation by the analysis
of current situation. Generally, resource alloca-
tor is a developer.

3. Development team: This role collaborates with
the core decision-making group to make and e-
volve core points. Generally, development team
is composed of several developers.

4. Component integrator: This role designs many
components for the core point modules that are
stored in the component library and are reused in
the future.
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The relations of different roles, resources, prod-
ucts and practical application roles are show in Figure
5.

4.2 Development of Central Core Point

4.2.1 Determination of Central Core Point

The central core point is determined by the core
decision-making group. Some factors (technology,
risk, and fund) are considered before the determina-
tion of central core point. First, the R&D team com-
prehends the demand of the customers to determine
central core point. For example, the central core point
is logistics or booking in the logistics management
system or booking management system.

4.2.2 Development of Central Core Point

Central core point has the following restraints.

1. The implementation of project should be simple
and logic clear.

2. The development life cycle is not more than one
month.

3. The framework is open.

Since central core point is clean among all the
core points, waterfall is a reasonable model to develop
and implement the central core point. The team turn-
s to design, code, and test the system after the core
decision-making group determines the requirements
of customer.

4.3 Evolution Modeling of Core Point

4.3.1 Definition of Core Point Evolution

Core point is the basic element in the process of
core point evolution. Subsequent core points are
evolved using evolution rule from the central core
point. Therefore, core point evolution is expressed as
three tuple, denoted as cpe :< A,Σ, R >, where

1. Definition 8 Evolution Site: It is a series of
function interfaces about the evolution of core
points.The core decision-making group makes
a series of function sets that are defined by
the requirement list and are sorted by priori-
ty, in order to evolve subsequent core points.
A is a set of evolution sites of cpe, denoted
as A = {esi|esi is an evolution site},
where esi is the evolution place of core point.

2. Definition 9 Evolution Action: It is a evo-
lution strategy from a core point to another
core point. Evolution action adopt a reason-
able evolution strategy in order to improve the
quality of products by the external environ-
ment perception,current resources(personnel, de-
velopment schedule, cost ) and software per-
formance require. In the water ripple model,
we present five basic evolution action: multi-
ple evolution (ME), disjoined evolution (DE),
complete evolution (CE), incomplete evolution
(IE), and user-defined evolution (UE). Since the
evolution action from one core point to an-
other is time-related, the evolution action is
changed with the requirements. Σ is a set
of evolution action of cpe, denoted as Σ =
{σi|σi is an evolution action}.

3. R is a set of evolution action rules of cpe.It
demonstrates what kind of actions should be per-
formed to achieve high-level evolution strategy
by the core decision-making group.

Next, we analyze the evolution actions further.

Figure 6: Multiple evolution.

Figure 7: Disjoined evolution.

Figure 8: Complete evolution.

1. Multiple evolution ME: The evolution of core
points implements the mapping from parents to
one child. Figure 6 shows multiple evolution.

2. Disjoined evolution DE: The evolution of core
points realizes the mapping from unique one par-
ent to one child. Figure 7 shows the disjoined
evolution.
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Figure 10: The evolution modeling

Figure 9: Incomplete evolution.

3. Complete evolution CE: The evolution of core
points achieves the mapping where the child has
fixed siblings. Figure 8 shows the complete evo-
lution.

4. Incomplete evolution IE: The evolution of core
points accomplishes the mapping where the child
has alterable siblings. Figure 9 shows the incom-
plete evolution.

5. User-defined evolution UE: The evolution of
core points implements the mapping that is not
the above four evolution.

4.3.2 Evolution Mechanism and Evolution Mod-
eling of Core Point

Cp11 is the highest abstract entity and the global goal
for the whole project as the central core point.The evo-

lution of Cp11 as follows:
Internal condition: Requirementlist()

∧
Evolu-

tionlist()
Select esi ∈ {es1, es2, ..., esn}
External condition:

Arrangement()
∧

Development()
∧

Design()
Select σ ∈ (ME,DE,CE, IE,UE)
The central core point can evolve many sub core

points. And these sub core points cooperate with each
other in order to make sure the complete operation
of the whole project.This paper can introduce a for-
m about the running of core point evolution.

Core point
{
Globalgoal The higher level core point
Localgoal (initial condition1):function1(I,O)

(initial condition2):function2(I,O)

.......

Coordination-rules Cp11 (O=Cpij evolution)
{
Core decision-making group.Requirementlist();
//the core decision-making definedCp11 list of re-

quirements
Core decision-making group.Evolutionlist();
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Figure 11: Development of second core points

//the core decision-making defined Cp11 a series
of evolution sites

Resource allocator.Arrangement();
//resource allocator allocates kinds of re-

sources to each sub core point by their priority
Development team.Development();

//the development team develops the core point
Component integrator.Design();
//component integrator designs component for his

core point that are stored in the component library in
order to reused in the future.
}
}
Globalgoal means that the father of the core point

can achieve objective.Through the decomposition of
globalgoal, the core point should accomplish these
tasks meaning localboal. Localgoal contains initial
condition, function, precondition and postcondition,
where I denotes preconditions and O denotes post-
conditions. Coordination-rules means a rules that a
variety of roles can work well together.

Evolution sites and actions of central core points
generate subsequent core points. The core decision-
making group defines the requirement and corre-
sponding priority. Project managers organize a meet-
ing to discuss how to implement these core points, in-
cluding the select of development model and method.
Next, waterfall model is used to complete the develop-
ment to deliver a product to customers. The siblings

of core points have weak relations to interchange the
data. Afterwards, evolution sites and actions of sub-
sequent core points are evolved. Figure 10 shows the
evolution of core points.

4.4 Development Process of Core Point

After the determination of central core points by
the core decision-making group, resource allocators
quantize the priority of core point. The core decision-
making group provides the results of requiremen-
t analysis. Afterwards, the R&D team selects the
specific development model. For example, waterfal-
l model is appropriated in the context of explicit re-
quirements, and prototyping model is appropriated in
the context of high-risk requirements. Next, the R&D
team delivers the testing product to the customers. Fi-
nally, feedbacks from the customers are used to help
developers to start another iterative development. Fig-
ure 11 shows the development of second core points.

The standard process of water ripple model is in
the following.

1. The core decision-making group defines a series
of core points that are given the corresponding
priority.

2. The resource allocator distributes kinds of re-
sources to each core point with current state and
resource.
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Figure 12: Requirement evolution

3. The development team routinely develops the
core point under the resource arrangement, such
as selection of models, system design, detailed
design, coding, and testing.

4. The developed stage product is delivered to the
core decision-making group who will review the
feedback of core points to improve the product.

5. The team retrospects the core points in a meeting
to summarize the issues and reused experiences

6. Component integrator can design component for
the core point module that are stored in the com-
ponent library and are reused in the future.

7. Next core point is made and evolved in cycles
before the delivery of final product.

5 Case Study

5.1 Case Overview

We take an online shopping mall(OSM) as an exam-
ple of core point evolution. The OSM consists of
four parts: user management, order processing cen-
ter(OPC), goods management and logistics manage-
ment. The order is generated and is sent to the OPC.
And OPC can generate shopping request and deliver
to administrators. Afterwards, the administrator ap-
prove the order and deduct the payment of users. Oth-
erwise, the order can be rejected. Next, the processed
orders are sent to the logistics, which packs up the
products in stock and ships to the customer. Another
invoice is generated at the same time.

5.2 Core Point Evolution

To development such an an online shopping mal-
l(OSM), we adopt water ripple thought as the develop-
ment mode. Next, we will describe the core point evo-
lution. The core decision-making group have an abso-
lute leadership during software development process.
For example, it continuously validates the customer

Figure 13: Core point evolution

requirements and feedbacks of intermediate product-
s to absolutely control the development process. The
continuous evolution emphasizes the stage evolution
from simple to complex.

Definition cp0: It presents the high-level abstrac-
tion of core point, and includes own function tar-
get,the precondition and the restraint of processing re-
sults.

5.2.1 The internal function evolution of high-level
core point

The core function of OSM is order processing, which
is the central core point of water ripple model. The
core decision-making makes the demand analysis for
the OPC0, and produces a series of demand set. And
the core decision-making defines a set of evolution
sites(es1, es2, ..., esn) and the corresponding priori-
ty. The core decision-making selects a group of the
highest priority of evolution sites in order to evolve
some secondary core points.According to the scope
management idea, OPC0 can evolve to the secondary
core points by the internal and external condition-
s.It includes four high-level abstractions of secondary
core points:user management,goods management, or-
der management and logistics management. The in-
ternal evolution grape from demand to the high-level
abstract entities as follows figure 12 :

5.2.2 The external performance evolution of core
points with each other

According to these evolution sites,the resource allo-
cates the corresponding resources.The developmen-
t team integrates these information and develops the
running stage product. Afterwards, the product is de-
livered to the core decision-making group to be con-
fined, and then feedback are provided to improve the
product until reaching the standard. During the evo-
lution process, the evolution action typically adopts
disjoined evolution and complete evolution.While the
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demand of project will change or the online of project
will continue to evolve about some core points, the
evolution action adopts incomplete evolution. Due to
space limitations, we introduce the evolution chain-
s of order list, order management, and order pro-
cessing. Afterward, the order management evolves
into order list, order priority list and order acquisi-
tion. Next, we take the evolution of order acquisi-
tion for example. The order acquisition evolves in-
to human arrangement, order verification, order pro-
cess, and result process. Next, the order process e-
volves into goods check,order process and logistics s-
election. Specific core point evolution diagram as fol-
lows: OPC0 is the highest level of abstraction enti-
ty and includes its own function target, the precondi-
tion and the restraint of processing results. It reflects
OPC0 as a higher level environment view in the w-
hole project.The global goal of OPC0 is composed of
user management, goods management, order manage-
ment and logistics management.OPC0 and the above
relations consist of a high level of organization mod-
e and they cooperate work in order to complete the
project. Figure 13 shows the evolution process of OS-
M.

6 Deep Comparison Between Meth-
ods

6.1 Comparison with Component Model

Compared with the traditional component model, the
water ripple model has the following advantages:

6.1.1 Core Business Extraction

The design of component model is rarely involved in
the business domain, and it is not to say that it is stud-
ied in different levels of business. This paper focuses
on the different business areas from the core business
to the characteristics of the various areas of business
until the realization of the functions. we can design
three core point models, which is the high level ab-
stract core point model, the feature core point model
and the function core point model. The complex busi-
ness will become very clear and be reduced in a large
extent.

6.1.2 The Reducing Complexity of Water Ripple
Model

The traditional component-oriented development is
based on the framework of the functional combination
and communication by the connector. There is not a

mechanism to focus on the interaction between dif-
ferent levels of business and the business of the same
level.In this paper, we have proposed a water ripple
model of software development process with loosely-
couple correlated core point evolution. This method
can realize the mapping from high level abstract mod-
el to the implementation of low level function. The
water ripple model perfectly realizes the control com-
plexity of system.

6.1.3 Loose Coupling Based on High Level Inter-
action

This paper mainly introduces that the strongly cou-
pled of core points increases to the interior of paren-
t core point ,thus reducing the coupling between the
core points. According to the feature extraction, wa-
ter ripple reducing complexity and decoupling of core
points, these realize the evolution modeling from the
abstract core point to feature core point. It can be seen
that the feature abstract domain of the central core
point is fabstract = {finput, fprocess, foutput}. The
abstract domain is divided into input domain(finput),
process domain(fprocess), output domain(foutput).
And the three domains are extracted from the abstract
feature and map to the input feature f1 and f2 ,pro-
cess feature f3 and output feature f4. f1 and f2 is the
semantic relationship of the input domain ,expressed
as f1 ∪ f2, as the dependent input of f3 ( expressed
as f1 ∪ f2 → f3 ). f3 and f4 are similarly dependent
relationship.

From figure 14, we can see that the C1, C2, C3,
C4 of the same level core points are transformed in-
to the implicit association of C0 core point. At the
same time, the shared information interface is used to
achieve the weak relation between the core points of
the same level in order to strengthen interaction. The
information shared of the same level core point and
the logical relationship between the interaction with
core points from parent core point are very good to
achieve the separation of data and business.

6.2 Comparison with software architecture

Compared with software architecture, the water ripple
model has the following advantages:

6.2.1 Dual Control of Development and Manage-
ment

Compared with software architecture developmen-
t process,water ripple model will adopt two levels con-
trol about development and management. In the de-
velopment level,this paper uses a independent running
core point as a small project for the decomposition of
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Figure 14: mode of second core points

project. Additionally, these core points can coordi-
nate running as the evolution way of water ripple from
central core point to the periphery. In the manage-
ment level, this paper sets a new conception of core
decision-making group as the central hub of the w-
hole project. On the one hand, it as a central hub can
mobilise kinds of roles in order to coordinate running.
On the other hand, it can control the correct direction
of evolution for the project as the demand of customer.

6.2.2 The Control of Local and Global Complex-
ity

Software architecture is focused on the control of high
level complexity. In this paper, we can focus the con-
trol of local area complexity and the control of glob-
al complexity of the project. In the control of local
complexity of different levels, this paper designs three
core point models, which is the high level abstract
core point model, the feature core point model and the
function core point model. The complex business be-
comes very clear and reduces its complexity in a large
extent. High level abstract model to the implemen-
tation of low level function can be running evolution
by the water ripple thought in order to the control of
global complexity of the project.

7 Conclusion
To address the limitations of software architecture
methods, component and agent, we have proposed

a water ripple model of software development pro-
cess. The core of this method is core point evolution
that combines engineering thought, persistent evolu-
tion and component method together. We also present
three core point models and evolution modeling. An
case study using water ripple model illustrates the fea-
sibility of core point evolution. Future work is target-
ed in three directions. First, the core point reuse and
evolution performance make the corresponding eval-
uation criteria. Second, the method can be applied
to software development by theoretical proof. Third,
The prototype system will be developed using water
ripple thought.
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